COMPENSATION DATA ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
Estimates in this report represent the total compensation to be paid to employees at top‐tier financial services
institutions. Total compensation is defined as base salary plus cash and non‐cash bonus awarded for 2014.
Compensation offered at industry‐leading mid‐sized banks and specialty firms has also been taken into
consideration. Our estimates represent expected annual pay packages for the top 25% of professionals in their
respective roles or specialties, and exclude the top 1% of compensation ranges. Unless otherwise noted,
estimates are in US dollars. We define Tier 1 banks as bulge‐bracket banks and Tier 2 as non‐bulge‐bracket banks.
Forecasts incorporate general market conditions from January 1, 2014 to October 31, 2014. This report provides
an in‐depth analysis of data gathered through our discussions with candidates, consultants, and clients and offers
forward‐looking compensation projections by product and geographical region. Percentage changes in
compensation are based on employees’ expectations and Options Group’s perspectives on current compensation
and hiring trends.
The Options Group 2014/2015 Global Financial Markets Overview and Compensation Report is the culmination of
twelve months of work contributed by over 120 global consultants and research professionals. It is intended to
help our clients make informed compensation decisions for 2014 and to develop their human resource
management plans and policies for 2015. The Options Group Intelligence Unit (OGIU) has captured information
on global business performance, key talent moves, recruitment trends, and compensation practices through its
extensive and global database of over 500,000 industry professionals, interviews with senior executives across the
industry, and various other data sources.
Options Group is able to provide thorough assessments of expected compensation for 2014 by product, asset
class, region and banking institution. As 2014 draws to an end and institutions begin the process of allocating
bonus pools and 2014 budgets, these estimates may be used by hiring managers and business unit heads as a
guide to employee compensation expectations.
DISCLAIMER
This compensation report is intended for reference purposes only. All compensation tables include estimated
total pay levels for 2014 and include both base salary and bonus. We believe that the information contained in
this publication is dependable, having been procured from primary and secondary sources through October 31,
2014. Options Group does not guarantee its accuracy or completeness, and nothing in this report may be
construed as a representation of such a guarantee. In the event that market conditions change dramatically
subsequent to this date, Options Group claims no responsibility for the accuracy of this information. This report is
a single source of data in the overall analysis of compensation structures and the opinions presented herein are
subject to change without notice. Options Group does not accept any responsibility for liabilities arising from the
use of this document or any of its content. Any reproduction, sale, or distribution is strictly prohibited.
DATA CONTRIBUTORS
ABS Alert, Alternative Investment News, Alpha Magazine, Asiamoney, Bloomberg, Bond Week, The Boston
Consulting Group, BusinessWeek, Dow Jones Credit Suisse, Dealogic, Derivatives Intelligence, Dow Jones,
eFinance, Euromoney, Financial News, Financial Times, Fortune, Investment Dealers’ Digest, The New York Times,
PE Week, Risk, SEC filings, Thomson Reuters, The Wall Street Journal
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ABOUT OPTIONS GROUP
Founded in 1992, Options Group is a leading global executive search and strategic consulting firm for the financial
services industry. Since 2000, we have maintained a local presence on five continents and have placed thousands
of mid‐ to senior‐level professionals in all areas of the financial services industry at a range of institutions. With
over 120 consultants and market intelligence analysts worldwide, Options Group has a thorough knowledge of
key competencies in the financial industry and is at the cutting edge of global hiring services and compensation
trends for securities, investment banking, hedge funds, asset management, and information technology. Options
Group possesses a track record of consistently providing expeditious and comprehensive executive search and
market intelligence services to clients.
For additional information, please contact:
Jessica Lee
jlee@optionsgroup.com

ABOUT THE OPTIONS GROUP INTELLIGENCE UNIT (OGIU)
The OGIU is the business information and research arm of Options Group. Through its extensive global network
of analysts, consultants and client relationships, the OGIU is uniquely equipped to assist senior executives in
making more prudent business decisions by providing timely, accurate and reliable analysis on financial firms and
market trends. Options Group is committed to delivering value‐added market intelligence and strategic
consulting in addition to our executive search services.
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OVERVIEW
The results of our 2014/2015 Global Financial Markets Overview and Compensation Report research indicate that
average global compensation will increase 4% in 2014 from 2013. Mixed performance in fixed income, currencies,
and commodities (FICC), and equities will be offset by higher average results for those in investment banking and
private wealth management.
In the US, credit and rates professionals are expected to experience, on average, the largest year‐over‐year
compensation declines. Securitized products nearly reversed last year’s compensation declines and these
professionals are forecasted to have their compensation, on average, increase in the low teens. Also, for the
second consecutive year, investment banking and private wealth professionals are projected to have the largest
average compensation increases.
In EMEA, rates and foreign exchange professionals are expected to experience, on average, the largest year‐over‐
year compensation declines. Investment bankers and credit professionals are forecasted to have the largest year‐
over‐year compensation increases.
In Asia, commodities professionals are expected to have, on average, the greatest year‐over‐year compensation
declines. Investment bankers and credit professionals are forecasted to have the largest year‐over‐year
compensation increases.
GLOBAL TRENDS
We refer to 2014 as “The Year of Metamorphosis.” Many banks are near completion of their multi‐year
restructuring plans, shedding non‐core operations, addressing a variety of legal issues, streamlining operations,
and creating a whole new approach to preserving profitability. The prolonged challenging operating environment,
coupled with increased capital requirements and legal issues, undeniably has been negative for many. However,
these issues have also forced many banks to make difficult choices that arguably should have been made years
ago. For example, according to Options Group research, total front‐office global headcount in FICC and equities
sales and trading divisions at bulge‐bracket banks declined between 30% and 40% in the first half of 2014
compared to 2010. Over the same period of time, total sales and trading revenue declined less than 20%,
showing that banks generated more revenue per employee than in previous years. In part, this is due to the
different types of metamorphoses banks have been undergoing. For example, salespeople used to maintain client
relationships primarily through research, access to firm‐sponsored events and company road shows. Now, the
best salespeople offer strategic advice to clients and oversee order execution.

Global Sales & Trading Headcount YoY % Change, 1H2014 vs. 2010
Front‐Office Sales and Trading Professionals (MD to Analyst Titles)
British Bank
Sales

Trading

American Bank
Sales

Trading

Swiss Bank
Sales

Trading

European Bank

American Bank

Sales

Sales

Trading

Trading

Global FICC

(33.4)% (48.5)% (19.5)% (27.6)% (30.1)% (40.0)% (33.7)% (47.4)% (22.3)% (25.5)%

Global Equities

(34.0)% (38.8)% (17.4)% (26.5)% (33.5)% (33.6)% (40.8)% (30.0)% (12.2)% (16.7)%
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Despite American and European banks’ significant headcount reductions over the past few years, their savings
have only been able to offset rises in overall costs. According to a study by the Boston Consulting Group, cost‐
income ratios remained unchanged at 77% in 2013 from 2011.1
TRANSFORMATION OF THE BUY SIDE
As banks scale back on certain activities, buy‐side firms continue to expand their product offerings, investor bases,
or both. As UCITS continue to grow in Europe, a growing number of US‐based alternative managers are seeking to
increase and diversify their investor base by offering ’40 Act funds. Citigroup forecasts that retail assets invested
in alternative investments through mutual‐fund vehicles could triple by 2017 to $939 billion.2 Additionally, other
alternative fund managers are originating loans to small businesses that are too small to issue bonds. Ironically,
the European rules on banking regulations that limited material risk takers’ (MRT) bonuses to no more than 200%
of base salary, Capital Requirements Directive 4 (CRD‐4), is responsible for allowing hedge funds to lend directly to
businesses.3 These changes, along with others discussed in the “Buy Side” section of this report, are a
continuation of the increasing institutionalization of alternative funds, and have therefore garnered greater
attention from regulators.
CRD‐4 – BANKER BONUS CAP UPDATE
Starting January 1, 2014, CRD‐4 required all EU‐regulated banks to limit bonuses of MRTs. The rule applies to
anyone at a European bank earning more than €500,000 and restricts variable pay to 100% of fixed pay, or 200%
of base salary with explicit shareholder approval. Bonuses can be paid up to 250% of base salary, provided the
additional amount is deferred for at least five years. Banks can apply to exempt non‐risk‐taking‐staff earning up
to €750,000. Banks based outside the EU do not need shareholder approval to raise bonus limits to 200% from
100%.
After reviewing some of the various compensation programs that banks have implemented to address this rule,
many have opted to provide affected staff with role‐based allowances. On October 15, 2014, the European
Banking Authority (EBA) issued a report with the conclusion that many banks’ role‐based allowances should be
considered variable compensation, as these allowances are completely discretionary, can be adjusted at any time,
future payments can be forfeited, and allowances are indirectly linked to performance because payments are
flexible. The EBA believes that in order for role‐based allowances to be considered fixed compensation, there
should be a permanent, nondiscretionary, transparent amount based on role or responsibility, of a predetermined
value that is nondiscretionary, irrevocable and transparent.4 Adam Farkas, Executive Director of the EBA, said,
“This opinion in itself is not binding, but of course the expectation is that the national supervisors will take it on
board and look at existing practices.”5 The European Commission had the authority to bring infringement
proceedings before the European Court of Justice (ECJ) against the UK and EU regulators who have not followed
the EBA’s opinion. However, at the time, the ECJ was in the process of hearing the UK’s case contesting the
banker bonus cap, making it unlikely that the Commission would be able to enforce changes in rules for role‐
based allowances in the near term. The court’s ruling is expected to be released in February 2015.

1 http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/1ebb3d1c‐4e43‐11e4‐adfe‐00144feab7de.html#axzz3IbaXpKrv
2 http://cooconnect.com/online‐magazine/40‐act‐hedge‐fund‐future‐industry‐or‐sell‐side‐hype
3 http://www.independent.ie/business/irish/banks‐to‐face‐competition‐for‐lending‐from‐hedge‐funds‐30462955.html
4http://www.skadden.com/sites/default/files/publications/Banker_Bonuses_UK_and_EU_Remain_on_Collision_Course.pdf
5http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/banksandfinance/11170926/Banks‐set‐to‐defy‐European‐regulator‐on‐bonus‐rules.html
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OVERVIEW
SAMPLE OF VARIOUS COMPENSATION PROGRAMS IN 2014 FOR EMPLOYEES AFFECTED BY BONUS CAP
Bank

Base Salary
Increases

British Bank

No

American
Bank

Yes

Swiss Bank

Yes

American
Bank

Yes

Role‐based allowances, stock awards, lump‐sum payment at year‐end .

British Bank

Yes

Awarded over 600 senior managers quarterly fixed pay allowance. Shares vest over 5
years.

Yes

Year‐end lump‐sum payments. Under 150 code staff.

Yes

Quarterly cash payments

American
Bank
European
Bank

Additional Payments
Role‐based pay, adjusted annually, paid monthly in cash or cash & stock. Over 500 code
staff in 2013.
Bi‐annual cash allowance paid in October & December. Allowances paid in all cash,
unless total comp $5M+ .
Quarterly payments of cash & stock. Over 500 employees classified as material risk
takers and controllers (MRTC)

Source: SEC Filings, Options Group

Additionally, there have been some significant changes at the Commission. In October, remuneration oversight
was delegated to Věra Jourová, EU Commissioner for Justice, Consumers and Gender Equality. The following
month, Jonathan Hopkin Hill, Baron Hill of Oareford was nominated EU Commissioner, replacing Michel Barnier,
an outspoken critic of allowances. While there may be no changes in the near term, most banks will likely have to
reconfigure their allowance programs for 2015.
CAPITAL CONSTRAINTS AND COSTS
In the fall of 2014, the Financial Stability Board (FSB) unveiled new capital standards to ensure that banks would
not require taxpayer support in the event of another financial crisis. These new standards change the types of
securities that would count toward banks’ minimum capital requirements under total loss absorbency capacity
(TLAC). Basic TLAC requirements will be in the range of 16% to 20% of banks’ risk‐weighted assets. Under these
new standards, analysts estimate that many of the banks with global systemic importance will likely have to issue
additional debt that would be TLAC‐eligible.6
In February, the US Federal Reserve Board (FRB) passed new rules that require foreign banks with US assets
greater than $50 billion to maintain more capital to act as buffers in the event of another financial crisis. The rule
affects 20 foreign banks, including Deutsche Bank, Credit Suisse, UBS, and Barclays. It imposes several new
requirements that would subject foreign banks to the same stress tests that the FRB applies to American banks.
Some foreign banks will have to establish holding companies and risk management committees, and will also be
subject to US liquidity requirements and stress tests. Others will have to establish risk management and liquidity
risk management frameworks. Lastly, all large foreign banks must appoint a US chief risk officer.7
TLAC requirements will likely be implemented, at earliest, in 2019 and foreign banks have until mid‐2016 to satisfy
FRB’s new rules. Although it is difficult to relate these changes to current compensation and hiring trends, they

6 http://www.ft.com/intl/fastft/233482/strict‐embargo‐0700‐central‐time‐2pm‐hk
7 http://blogs.law.harvard.edu/corpgov/2014/03/23/final‐federal‐reserve‐rules‐for‐foreign‐banking‐organizations/
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